Phonon-phonon interaction is systematically studied by nonequilibrium Green's function (NEGF) formulism in momentum space at finite temperatures. Within the quasi-particle approximation, phonon frequency shift and lifetime are obtained from the retarded self-energy. The lowest order NEGF provides the same phonon lifetime as Fermi's golden rule. Thermal conductance is predicted by the Landauer formula with a phenomenological transmission function. The main advantage of our method is that it covers both ballistic and diffusive limits and thermal conductance of different system sizes can be easily obtained once the mode-dependent phonon mean free path is calculated by NEGF. As an illustration, the method is applied to two one-dimensional atom chain models (the FPU-β model and the φ 4 model) with an additional harmonic on-site potential. The obtained thermal conductance is compared with that from a quasi-classical molecular dynamics method. The harmonic on-site potential is shown to remove the divergence of thermal conductivity in the FPU-β model.
I. INTRODUCTION
More understanding of nanoscale thermal transport is required to solve heat dissipation problem, which becomes important as the size of electronic device decreases 1 .
In recent years, many experiments have been done to measure thermal conduction of nanostructures 2, 3, 4, 5 . At the nanoscale, the ballistic approximation is usually a good starting point for thermal transport and a lot of theoretical research on ballistic thermal transport have been reported 6, 7, 8, 9 . However, the ballistic approximation would lead to unphysical results, such as infinite phonon mean free path, divergent thermal conductivity and zero temperature gradient. In most cases we need to go beyond ballistic limit to include effects of scattering for a more realistic consideration. In fact, phonon-phonon interaction is one of the significant factors for understanding and improving thermal transport properties. Since the sizes of nanostructures are comparable to phonon mean free path, thermal transport in these systems is in the intermediate region between ballistic and diffusive ranges. Nanoscale thermal transport has been studied through many approaches 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 . Nevertheless, no satisfactory method has been available to deal with thermal transport in the intermediate region.
Our work aims to provide an efficient way to study ballistic-diffusive thermal transport including the effects of phonon-phonon interaction. Here we propose a new formalism of nonequilibrium Green's function (NEGF) to treat phonon-phonon interaction in momentum space at finite temperatures. It is known that NEGF is usually used to study nonequilibrium problems, but its formulism can be applied to equilibrium systems as well. While Matsubara formalism 21 is conventionally used for equilibrium Green's function calculation at finite temperatures, NEGF is an alternative that also works for such situations. In our framework of NEGF, the analytical form of phonon self energy to any order can be easily derived and phonon frequency shift and lifetime are directly related to the retarded self energy. The phonon frequency shift can also be accurately predicted by an effective phonon theory based on the ergodic hypothesis (equipartition theorem) 22, 23, 24 . For weak phononphonon interaction, however, frequency shift is usually very small and the major influence on thermal transport is from the finite phonon lifetime. It will be shown that NEGF of lowest order is equivalent to Fermi's golden rule when considering phonon lifetime.
We also provide a new approach to study thermal transport using NEGF. Our NEGF formalism gives phonon lifetime and mean free path. Using a phenomenological transmission function determined from mean free path in the Landauer formula, ballistic-diffusive thermal transport can be studied 10, 25, 26 . Many works have been done on thermal transport by NEGF 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 . In previous treatments, the system is situated at the center as a junction with semi-infinite leads on the two sides. The central part can not be too large due to the constraint of computational capability. Here we compute phonon lifetime in a periodic system at equilibrium, and feed the lifetime information to phonon transmission function in the Landauer formula. Our approach is computationally more efficient, but with a less rigorous treatment of transmission function.
In Sec. II, the general theory of NEGF is developed for phonon-phonon interaction and ballistic-diffusive thermal transport. As an application we employ the method to study two explicit models in Sec. III. A summary is made in Sec. IV.
II. GENERAL THEORY
In the harmonic approximation, a crystal can be described in terms of non-interacting phonons. The concept of "phonon" remains valid when the anharmonic contribution is small compared with the harmonic. In this case, the quasi-particle approximation can be made, and then the anharmonic effects give a complex shift to phonon frequency 27 : the real part shifts the value of frequency while the imaginary part corresponds to phonon lifetime.
One of the earliest methods 28, 29, 30 of calculating phonon lifetime is based on Fermi's golden rule and the Boltzmann-Peierls equation. However, those approaches can not be systematically improved. In contrast, the Green's function method provides a systematic way to consider phonon-phonon interaction at finite temperatures. Phonon-phonon interaction has been studied using equilibrium Green's function method 27, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35 . These works can be roughly divided into two groups according to the decoupling schemes used. For the first group, the temperature dependent Green's function with Matsubara representation is employed based on a general Wick's theorem which holds when the system is large enough 27, 31, 32, 33 . A fictitious imaginary time is used and an analytical continuation is needed to get the retarded Green's function 36 . For the other group, a decoupling scheme proposed by Valle and Procacci is used 34, 35 . In detail, in the equation of motion for the real time Green's function, thermal averages are replaced with those appropriate for the harmonic Hamiltonian. The analytical expression of phonon self energy including high order terms can be easily evaluated by a computer-aided technique, despite of the lack of a clear theoretical foundation.
We will employ the NEGF method as described in Ref. 37 . Its formalism has been generalized to treat arbitrary nonequilibrium systems with arbitrary initial density matrices by Wagner 38 . If interactions are adiabatically switched on and an initial non-interacting Hamiltonian is used, Wick's theorem is still valid for the contour ordered Green's function 39 . The adiabatic switch-on assumption leads to a loss of information related to initial correlation, but is still reasonable in most physical situations. We will use this assumption and take the contour ordered Green's function to study phonon-phonon interaction.
In this section, we develop the general theory of NEGF to deal with phonon-phonon interaction and ballisticdiffusive thermal transport. At first, a general Hamiltonian of anharmonic system is given, and the contour ordered Green's function of phonon is defined. Then, two schemes are provided to solve Green's function. One is to use the equation of motion and recursive expansion rules. The other is to apply Feynman rules for self energy and solve the Dyson equation. Within the quasiparticle approximation, the retarded self energy directly corresponds to phonon lifetime. Next we will compare the NEGF method with Fermi's golden rule. Finally, we discuss how to study ballistic-diffusive thermal transport with the information of phonon mean free path.
A. The Hamiltonian
In a Taylor expansion of the potential energy Φ at equilibrium configuration, terms higher than the second order constitute anharmonic Hamiltonian:
Herein, the system has N unit cells and each cell contains r atoms. We use i ≡ (n i ,ĩ) (n i = 1, 2, · · · , N ) and
is the atom mass and x i is the displacement. We expand u i as
where j q = 1, 2, · · · , 3r denotes the phonon branch, and ǫ jq (q) is the normal mode eigenvector. The phonon operator A q can be expressed by the usual phonon annihilation operator a q and creation operator a † q . Introducinḡ q ≡ (−q, j q ), we have
where ω q is the frequency of the normal mode q. Then the harmonic Hamiltonian has the form
The anharmonic Hamiltonian becomes
where the n-leg vertex is
△(q) = 1 if q is zero or a reciprocal lattice vector, otherwise △(q) = 0.
B. Nonequilibrium Green's function
We define the contour ordered Green's function of phonon as
where τ and τ ′ are defined in the complex plane, · · · denotes the ordinary Gibbs statistical average, and T τ is the contour-ordering operator. The contour runs slightly above the real axis from −∞ to +∞, and back to −∞ slightly below the real axis. From our definition, we have
Note that only those Green's functions of the form G(τ, τ ′ ) are nonzero because of the orthogonality between the normal modes.
The mapping of the contour ordered Green's function onto four different normal Green's functions has been discussed 10, 20, 37 . A label σ = ±1 is needed to distinguish whether τ is on the upper branch or on the lower branch, 
C. The equation of motion
Simple recursive expansion rules for the contour ordered Green's function of phonon in coordinate space is originally proposed in Ref. 20 . Differently, the phonon operators A q used here are not Hermitian. However, we can show that the same recursive expansion rules can be used by our phonon Green's function defined in momentum space.
We define a general n-point Green's function
The phonon operators satisfÿ
From the definition,
. (13) The equation for the contour ordered Green's function is
. (14) The equation for the unperturbed Green's function is
. (15) Combining Eqs. (14) and (15), the two-point Green's function can be expressed in terms of the free and higher order ones as
Repeating the above procedures, we can get the equation for higher order Green's functions,
Eqs. (16) and (17) are the equations of motion for the contour ordered Green's function, which have the same form as those in Ref. 20 . So the same recursive expansion rules can be used here. One may conveniently implement these rules in a computer program and expands the Green's function to any order as one wish.
D. Feynman rules for self energy
The Dyson equation for our Green's function is
For a steady or equilibrium system, it is more convenient to treat problems in the frequency domain, Feynman diagrams for phonon self energy are the same as those in Ref. 20 . Fig. 1 shows some lowest order Feynman diagrams. In the following we summarize the Feynman rules which are used to write the proper self energy Σ σσ ′(ω).
(1) Draw all topologically distinct Feynman diagrams for the proper self energy with two terminals on the left and right separately. These diagrams should be connected and can not be separated into two parts by cutting a single line.
(2) Draw an arrow on each line from left to right and label it with new variable (q i , ω i ). The line represents an unperturbed Green's function G 0,σj σ j ′ qiqi (ω i ). σ j , σ j ′ = ±1 are the variables of the vertices the line connects, which will be discussed below. The variables of the two terminals are both (q, ω). Using the relations between the six Green's functions, G 0,σj σ j ′ qiqi (ω i ) can be obtained from
(3) Label the vertices: each internal vertex with new variable σ i (σ i = ±1), the two terminal vertices with σ on the left and σ ′ on the right. If only one terminal vertex exists, the self energy is zero when σ = σ ′ . Each n-leg vertex contributes a factor F q1/q1,q2/q2,··· ,qn/qn . Usē q i in F if the line (q i , ω i ) goes into the vertex and use q i in F if the line goes out of the vertex. The momentum conservation is automatically included in the factor.
(4) At each vertex a factor of 2πδ iin ω iin − iout ω iout is associated with energy conservation. The line (q iin , ω iin ) enters the vertex and the line (q iout , ω iout ) leaves the vertex. The two terminal vertices only contribute one energy conservation factor.
(5) Multiply all the internal σ variables and a coefficient c =(−1)
where N n is the number of n-leg vertices and S is the symmetry factor of the Feynman diagram.
(6) The sums or integrations are performed over all the internal variables.
For example, the self energy of Fig. 1(c) is
In equilibrium system, only one of the six kinds of self energies is independent. They have the same relations as the Green's functions. For example, if Σ ++(ω) = Σ t(ω) is calculated, the retarded self energy can be expressed as
where f (ω) is the Bose-Einstein distribution.
E. The retarded self energy and phonon lifetime
In the quasi-particle approximation, the phonon frequency ω q suffers a complex shift ∆ q −iΓ q due to phononphonon interaction, where Γ q is the reciprocal phonon lifetime and 2Γ q is the full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the phonon peak in spectra. Then the frequency of the quasi-phonon isω q = ω q + ∆ q . The retarded phonon Green's function can be written as
The Dyson equation for the retarded Green's function is
The quasi-particle approximation is valid if
With this condition, from Eqs. (24) and (25) we get the relations
The imaginary part of the retarded self energy gives phonon lifetime. The condition of the quasi-particle approximation becomes |Σ
The retarded self energy of "ω-independent" diagrams is real. To consider phonon lifetime, we only need to calculate "ω-dependent" diagrams.
F. The NEGF method and Fermi's golden rule
Fermi's golden rule is widely used to calculate phonon lifetime in previous studies. What is the relation and difference between the NEGF method and Fermi's golden rule? This is the question to be answered in this subsection.
Let's consider three-phonon interaction at first. The lowest order self energy contributed by the three-phonon interaction is described by the Feymann diagram shown in Fig. 1(a) . Use the above Feymann rules , we can write down the corresponding "lesser" self energy as
The free "lesser" Green's function is
The imaginary part of retarded self energy can be obtained through the relation
Using Eq. (28), the reciprocal phonon lifetime can be expressed as
On the other hand, we can use Fermi's golden rule to solve this problem and obtain the same result of reciprocal phonon lifetime, which is presented in Ref. 40 . Fermi's golden rule is also equivalent to the lowest order NEGF for more than three-phonon interaction. This conclusion can be proved in a similar procedure as above and it will not be elaborated here. In summary, NEGF of lowest order is equivalent to Fermi's golden rule but the higher order terms of NEGF give additional corrections to it. The NEGF method provides a more comprehensive and systematic way than Fermi's golden rule to treat phonon-phonon interaction.
G. Thermal transport from phonon mean free path
Thermal conductance of a system at temperature T can be given by the Landauer formula as
where L is the length of system in the direction of heat flow (x direction here), v x q is the phonon velocity in the x direction, f (ω q ) is the Bose-Einstein distribution, and Ξ q is the transmission function of phonon mode q ≡ (q, j q ). Eq. (33) is valid from one-dimensional (1D) to threedimensional (3D). Thermal conductivity has the form of κ = σL/S in 3D systems, where S is the cross section area. And for quasi-1D systems, we define κ = σL.
A phenomenological formula is proposed to calculate phonon transmission function from the mean free path 10, 25, 26 :
where V = L in 1D case and V = LS for 3D case. It reproduces the well-known Debye-Peierls formula for thermal transport. The formula covers the range from ballistic regime to diffusive regime 10,25 .
III. APPLICATIONS
We apply the general theory developed to study explicit models in this section. Firstly we introduce two 1D atom chain models and investigate them by NEGF. Then a quasi-classical molecular dynamics (QMD) method is applied to the same models and thermal conductances from both methods are compared. Finally calculated results and related discussion are provided.
A. 1D atom chain models
The 1D atom chain models have been intensively studied. One of remarkable problems is in what condition the thermal transport of a 1D system obeys Fourier law. The Fermi-Pasta-Ulam (FPU) β model and the φ 4 model are two example models which are extensively used due to their simplicity. It is found that the thermal conductivity in the FPU-beta model diverges with system size due to the momentum conservation, while it is convergent in the φ 4 model 41, 42, 43, 44 . Previous study indicates that the external potential plays a determinant role for normal thermal conduction 42, 45 . We will study the FPU-β model and the φ 4 model with an additional harmonic on-site potential. In the following, these two models are denoted as model I and model II, respectively. The Hamiltonian of model I is
The Hamiltonian of model II has the form
They share the same harmonic Hamiltonian:
The dispersion relation of unperturbed phonon can be expressed as ω q = K 0 + 2K(1 − cos qa). We set the lattice constant a = 1Å, K = 1.0 eV/(amuÅ 2 ) and K 0 = 0.1K. These parameters are chosen to be the same as those in Ref. 14, where model II is studied by the QMD method. The group velocity is defined as v q = ∂ω q /∂q. Since a harmonic on-site potential is included in H 0 , v q=0 = 0 and ω q ranges from 0.31 × 10 14 s −1 to 1.99 × 10 14 s −1 . For model I, we choose β = 1.0 eV/(amu 2Å4 ) and the NEGF method provides converged result till T = 600 K. For model II, µ = 1.0 eV/(amu 2Å4 ) is also tried , but the NEGF method fails even for T = 100 K. To get a converged result, we select µ = 0.05 eV/(amu 2Å4 ) and the NEGF method would still work at the temperature higher than 1000 K. This is partially because a small anharmonic parameter µ is chosen. The calculations indicate that the NEGF method which is based on perturbation expansion is only suitable for weak phonon-phonon interactions.
The two models share the same set of Feynman diagrams for self energy. Since their anharmonic parts are both quartic, only those vertices with four legs will appear in the Feynman diagrams. The 4-leg vertex of model I has the form of
− cos q 3 a − cos q 4 a + cos (q 2 + q 3 )a + cos (q 2 + q 4 )a + cos (q 3 + q 4 )a − cos (q 2 + q 3 + q 4 )a].
As q i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) approaches zero, F q1q2q3q4 goes to 0. The 4-leg vertex of model II is
Only "ω-dependent" diagrams of lowest orders are considered in our calculation. These include one diagram of O(λ 4 ) (Fig. 1(b) ) and two diagrams of O(λ 6 ) ( Fig. 1(c) and Fig. 1(d) ). Using the Feynman rules developed above, the analytical form of self energy for these three diagrams can be derived, and then be used in numerical calculation. As described in the previous section, phonon lifetime and mean free path can be obtained from the imaginary part of the retarded self energy. Thermal transport properties can be given by the Landauer formula.
B. Comparison of thermal conductance from NEGF and QMD
Based on a generalized Langevin dynamics, the QMD method is developed to study quantum thermal transport in Ref. 14, where the considered system consists of a central junction part and two leads serving as heat baths. This method uses quantum heat baths derived from BoseEinstein statistics and treats the central part classically. In Ref. 14, it is proved that the method can produce correct results both in quantum ballistic and classical diffusive limits.
The QMD method is employed to give thermal conductances of the two models. 3 × 10 8 MD steps are used in the calculation with the time step of 10 −16 s. The comparison of thermal conductance with that from the NEGF method is presented in Fig. 2 for models I and II. Both methods give essentially the same results at low temperatures. Deviations appear at high temperatures. The NEGF method gives larger thermal conductance for model I and smaller thermal conductance for model II. It is not unexpected that they give quantitatively different results. A quasi-classical approximation is made in the QMD method. The NEGF method makes perturbation expansion and neglects higher order terms which become important at high temperatures. Both methods provide only approximate results, and it is still unclear which method is superior. More work is needed to understand these differences.
C. Results and discussion
The results of model I and model II are presented in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 respectively. The modedependent phonon lifetime at different temperatures and the temperature-dependent thermal conductivity with different system sizes are shown .
The two models with different types of anharmonic potentials give distinct properties of phonon lifetime. For model I, the translational invariant quartic potential leads to zero retarded self energy and infinite phonon lifetime for infinite long wavelength mode, which is not shown in Fig. 3(a) . Long wavelength phonon mode has long lifetime. In contrast, the long wavelength phonon of model II, which experiences large scattering due to the existence of quartic on-site potential, has short lifetime.
Increasing temperature has two effects on thermal conductivity: shorter phonon mean free path and more phonon excitation. The first effect decreases and the second effect increases thermal conductivity. When the system length is much smaller than the phonon mean free path, the first effect has minor influence and thermal conductivity would increase with increasing temperature. At high temperatures, for a system whose length is comparable to the phonon mean free path, the excitation of phonon modes becomes less important to thermal transport and then thermal conductivity would decrease with increasing temperature due to the shortening of phonon mean free path. These are verified in Fig. 3(b) and Fig. 4(b) . For very large system at low temperatures, the thermal conductivity of model I decreases as the temperature increases, which is different from that of model II. This may be explained by the fact that the temperature has larger influence on the phonon mean free path in model I than in model II at low temperatures.
One of the advantages of our method is that once the mode-dependent phonon mean free path is obtained, thermal conductivity of different system sizes can be obtained easily. It would be interesting to show the sizedependent behavior of thermal conductivity, which is presented in Fig. 5 . When the system length is much smaller than the phonon mean free path (i.e., the ballistic regime) thermal conductance does not change with system size, and thermal conductivity increases linearly with the system size. When the system length increases to much larger than the phonon mean free path (of order of 10 6Å in model II at 100 K) (i.e., the diffusive regime), thermal conductivity will cease to change with system size. A ballistic-diffusive transition with increasing system size is shown in Fig. 5 clearly.
The FPU-β model, model I with K 0 = 0, has been widely known to have divergent thermal conductivity. With an additional harmonic on-site potential, we get a finite bulk-limit thermal conductivity for model I as shown in Fig. 5 . How does a nonzero K 0 , the harmonic on-site potential, induce different behavior of thermal conductivity? An analysis on long wavelength phonon modes will answer this question. As q approaches zero,
−1 and l q ∝ q −1 . Thermal conductivity contributed by long wavelength phonon modes would diverge with increasing system size. When K 0 = 0, ω q → constant, v q ∝ q, τ q ∝ q −2 and l q ∝ q −1 . The quadratic on-site potential breaks translational invariance and the phonon modes with very long wavelength have nearly zero group velocity. Though those phonon modes has nearly infinite mean free path, it can be shown analytically that the thermal conductivity contributed by them does not diverge with increasing system size for K 0 = 0. Other phonon modes which have finite mean free paths also contribute a finite thermal conductivity. So finite thermal conductivity is obtained in bulk limit for model I.
Comparing the results of the two models may give some information on how an anharmonic on-site potential influences thermal transport. A quartic on-site potential is included in model II. The anharmonic parameter µ of model II is 20 times as small as that of model I. However, model II gives much shorter phonon lifetime for low frequency modes, which are very important for thermal transport especially at low temperatures. As shown in Fig. 5 , the bulk-limit thermal conductivity of model II is much smaller than that of model I at 100 K. The comparison indicates that even a small quartic on-site potential can largely decrease the phonon lifetimes of long wavelength modes and significantly affect thermal transport especially at low temperatures. Our results confirm that the external potential plays a determinant role in thermal transport.
IV. SUMMARY
We have provided a new approach to study phononphonon interaction and ballistic-diffusive thermal transport by the NEGF method and the Landauer formula. A new formalism of NEGF has been developed to systematically study phonon-phonon interaction in momentum space at finite temperatures in equilibrium. Using a phenomenological transmission function, which can be obtained from the mode-dependent phonon mean free path given by the NEGF formalism, the Landauer formula predicts thermal transport properties from ballistic region to diffusive region. Our approach is efficient for investigating ballistic-diffusive thermal transport in weak interaction situations, where little additional computational effort is needed when the system size changes. As an application, we have investigated two 1D atom chain models. The results obtained are qualitatively agree with those by the QMD method. It is found that an additional harmonic on-site potential in the FPU-β model could remove the divergence of thermal conductivity and a small quartic on-site potential can largely reduce the phonon lifetimes of long wavelength modes. The results confirm that the external potential plays an important role in thermal transport 42, 45 .
